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Why does fine sandpaper have more â€¦
https://answers.yahoo.com/question/index?qid=20080408205315AA2Opnf
5 posts · 4 total answers · Published Apr 08, 2008
Apr 08, 2008 · Why does fine sandpaper have more friction that coarse sandpaper?
Follow ...

Why does coarse sandpaper increase friction force? 3 posts
Question! Which has more friction if u slide a peice of ... 3 posts

Why does sandpaper have so much friction - Answers.com
wiki.answers.com › Categories › Technology › Inventions
Yes, clay does have more friction than sandpaper. This is because, clay is a much
heavier object/material then sandpaper, ...

What does have more friction sandpaper or carpet?
wiki.answers.com › Categories › Science › Physics
Explore This Topic: Why does sandpaper have so much friction? Due to the abrasive
nature of sand. Is there any friction on carpet? YES. What would provide greater ...

Why does sandpaper have a high coefficient â€¦
https://uk.answers.yahoo.com/question/index?qid=20130618120903AAjbb9e
3 posts · 2 total answers · Published Jun 18, 2013
Jun 18, 2013 · Why does sandpaper have a high coefficient of friction? Follow ... This
creates more friction. Rate. Comment ; Other Answers (1)

AnswerParty | Why does sand paper have a high friction force?
answerparty.com/.../why-does-sand-paper-have-a-high-friction-force
Why does sand paper have a high friction force? | Sandpaper has relatively high
coefficients of friction. Have another Q? AnswerParty on!

Why does sand paper have a high friction force? | ChaCha
www.chacha.com/question/why-does-sand-paper-have-a-high-friction-force
Sep 29, 2010 · Why does sand paper have a high friction force? ChaCha Answer:
Sandpaper has relatively high coefficients of friction. Have another Q? ! About ChaCha.

Inquiring Minds - Questions About Physics - Fermilab | Home
fnal.gov/pub/inquiring/questions/janet.html
Why does friction increase with ... Where different rough surfaces variable by the
different degree on sand paper in it's ... Friction is much more complicated ...

Friction - Ohio State University
gk-12.osu.edu/Lessons/3rd%20Grade/Friction%20Force&Motion%203.pdf
Rough surfaces like sandpaper have more friction, while smooth surfaces like a table
have less friction, because sandpaper has lots of bumps but a table does not.

Why does sandpaper have so much friction? | Tutorvista â€¦
answers.tutorvista.com › Physics
Sandpaper have so much friction because, of the abrasive nature of the sand.
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